Introduction
============

At what rate do beneficial mutations arise and what are their fitness effects? These are two of the most important questions regarding adaptation of organisms to novel environments ([@evt045-B38]; [@evt045-B40]). Reflecting its importance, estimating genomic mutation rates of new beneficial alleles (*U*) and uncovering the mean effects of those beneficial mutations (*E*(*S*)) have been the subject of many studies ([@evt045-B54]; [@evt045-B52]; [@evt045-B56]; [@evt045-B43]; [@evt045-B3]; [@evt045-B18]; [@evt045-B60]). Experimental evolution in clonal populations presents some advantages in determining these parameters, but some difficulties still arise, even in these controlled and relatively simple environments. One of these difficulties is being able to assay all the beneficial mutations. Different distributions of fitness effects are important to the adaptive process: the distribution of newly arising mutations, the distribution of contending mutations, which escape initial stochastic loss, and the distribution of mutations that survive competition with other mutations (clonal interference) and are able to actually fix, contributing to long-term adaptation (see [@evt045-B23] for a review). The greatest difficulty is to uncover the distribution of arising mutations, because they may easily be lost before reaching detectable frequencies. Despite this difficulty, determining the distribution that characterizes arising mutations, *f*(*S*), is important, because it is this distribution that determines the nature of adaptation ([@evt045-B54]; [@evt045-B52]; [@evt045-B51]; [@evt045-B60]). For this reason, some studies have tried to determine this distribution in viruses ([@evt045-B55]; [@evt045-B53]), in bacteria ([@evt045-B34]; [@evt045-B61]), and in other organisms ([@evt045-B13]; [@evt045-B58]; [@evt045-B7]; [@evt045-B50]). Experimental support for an exponential distribution of arising beneficial mutations has been obtained ([@evt045-B34]; [@evt045-B43]), but this has not always been the case in all organisms and environments ([@evt045-B1]; [@evt045-B53]; [@evt045-B3]; [@evt045-B23]; [@evt045-B48]). From the mutations that arise, those that end up outcompeting other beneficial mutations will drive long-term adaptation ([@evt045-B21]; [@evt045-B22]). The difference between the distributions of arising, contending, and fixed mutations is expected to depend on the effective population size ([@evt045-B9]), the mutation rate ([@evt045-B8]), and the level of maladaptation, with increasingly adapted organisms having access to increasingly lower amount of beneficial mutations ([@evt045-B20]).

The biggest challenge in determining *f*(*S*) lies in the rarity of beneficial mutations. In principle, this distribution can be determined directly by measuring fitness effects of extremely large samples of mutants ([@evt045-B42]; [@evt045-B28]). It can also be inferred from sequence data collected from natural populations ([@evt045-B49]; [@evt045-B19]; [@evt045-B32]; [@evt045-B33]; [@evt045-B57]). Indeed, scans for signatures of positive selection across the genome of different species, including our own, have been performed ([@evt045-B5]; [@evt045-B26]; [@evt045-B11]; [@evt045-B17]; [@evt045-B25]). Disentangling the signature of selection from that caused by a complex demography is difficult ([@evt045-B24]; [@evt045-B59]), and checking the performance of different methods under departures from model assumptions is therefore an important task ([@evt045-B36]). Recent advances have been made in developing methods for estimating selection coefficients from time series data of allele frequencies ([@evt045-B6]; [@evt045-B44]; [@evt045-B46]) and also in disentangling alleles under positive selection from passenger mutations ([@evt045-B29]). In the context of experimentally evolved populations, where typically the experimenter imposes a particular demographic regime, one method that has been used proposes to study beneficial mutations through assaying the evolutionary dynamics of neutral markers in asexual populations ([@evt045-B31]; [@evt045-B27]). The basic principle underlying this method relies on the "hitchhiking effect" of a neutral allele with mutations that give an advantage to the organism ([@evt045-B47]). This same principle is at the heart of methods to detect positive selection across the genome of sexually reproducing organisms ([@evt045-B62]). In experimentally evolved populations, the frequency of a neutral allele can be easily measured (e.g., by using neutral fluorescent markers), and inferring evolutionary parameters from neutral marker dynamics can thus be performed under certain theoretical assumptions ([@evt045-B15]; [@evt045-B27]; [@evt045-B2]; [@evt045-B30]). A simple and quite elegant method was proposed by [@evt045-B27]: Using simulations, they showed that a simple population genetics model, where all beneficial mutations have the same effect, is able to reproduce the dynamics of a commonly used marker system involving one locus with two neutral markers. The dynamics can therefore be summarized by two parameters that theoretically represent the evolutionary process: the effective mutation rate (*U*~e~) and the effective selection coefficient (*S*~e~). Barrick et al. extended this method and determined the values of *U*~e~ and *S*~e~ in different strains of *Escherichia coli* ([@evt045-B2]; [@evt045-B64]). Although it may be useful to be able to summarize the process under a single mutational effect, far more realistic distributions of fitness effects can also explain the data. Recently, [@evt045-B30] proposed a new method to estimate the distribution of haplotype fitnesses in experimentally evolving populations. When tested against simulated data under the assumption of an exponential distribution of arising beneficial mutations, the method is able to retrieve the correct distribution of haplotype fitnesses for values *U* below 10^−6^. It is, however, not known how the method performs for other distributions of arising beneficial mutations and for larger values of *U*. Moreover, this method estimates the distribution of haplotype fitnesses segregating in populations and not the distribution of beneficial arising mutations. Here, we ask two questions: how do the effective parameters compare with the more biologically meaningful parameters *U* and *E*(*S*)? and, because frequency dynamics appear insufficient to distinguish between different distributions ([@evt045-B27]), is there a reasonable set of data that can be obtained, which allows the determination of the distribution of arising beneficial mutations?

We address both these questions from a theoretical perspective, taking a commonly used experimental setup to study the adaptation of asexual populations in controlled environments as a motivation. This setup simply involves tracking a marker locus with two neutral alleles. We show that the effective evolutionary parameters can provide good estimates of *U* and of the mean effect of beneficial mutations only when the distribution of effects of arising mutations has limited variance. However, when the variance is increased (e.g., if arising mutations follow an exponential distribution), we find that *U*~e~ can underestimate the true value *U*, whereas *S*~e~ can overestimate the true value of *E*(*S*). We propose a new method based upon measurements of both the frequency of neutral markers and mean population fitness, at periodic time intervals. This method, which was motivated by typical experimental setups easily applied to experimental evolution, is theoretically expected to estimate the mutation rate reasonably well and allows distributions of arising beneficial mutations with different shapes to be distinguished.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Model of Adaptation to Simulate Evolutionary Dynamics
-----------------------------------------------------

We assume a clonal population reproducing according to the Wright--Fisher model, where periodic bottlenecks occur (with a period of *T*~bot~). The population is initially isogenic, with the exception of a neutral marker, which is biallelic and has a frequency *f*~0~ = 0.5 for one of the alleles. The initial population size is *N*~0~. Generations are discrete and the population doubles each generation for *t* \< *T*~bot~. With period *T*~bot~, the population size is reduced by random sampling to *N*~0~. This assumed demography, involving periodic bottlenecks where the number of individuals is fixed, is typical of most experimental setups, where daily passages of a sample of the population are performed, and population numbers are experimentally controlled. At each generation, mutations occur at a rate *U* per genome, following a Poisson distribution. All mutations are beneficial, and the effects of each mutation (*S*) are drawn from a continuous distribution *f*(*S*). We allow for variation of the selective effects of arising mutations, assuming a Gamma distribution, with shape and scale parameters, α and β, respectively, implying a mean *E*(*S*) = αβ. Similar to other studies that previously proposed to estimate the distribution of arising deleterious mutations ([@evt045-B35]; [@evt045-B19]), we have assumed a Gamma distribution because it can have a wide range of shapes. Multiplicative fitness is assumed, so that the effects of mutations do not depend on the genetic background where they arise. This is obviously an oversimplification, because the distribution can change along the adaptive walk ([@evt045-B45]; [@evt045-B60]), but we consider a short-term evolution scenario where *U* and *f*(*S*) may be assumed constant. Genetic drift is modeled by sampling, from a multinomial distribution, classes of individuals with the same fitness. The frequency dynamics of the neutral marker (*f*(*t*)), as well as the mean population fitness (*w*(*t*)), are followed. This model of adaptation is used to produce a set of simulated evolutionary dynamics, from which evolutionary parameters are estimated using different methods: a method developed by Hegreness et al. (and extended by Barrick et al.) and a new method that we propose here that simultaneously tries to estimate *U* and *f*(*S*) (see later).

The range of parameters chosen to produce simulated data with the described model was made in accordance with current estimates in different systems but mostly in microorganisms. *U* is currently estimated to achieve values between 10^−4^ and 10^−9^, depending on the environment and genetic background ([@evt045-B14]; [@evt045-B52]; [@evt045-B40]; [@evt045-B12]). An effective population size *N*~e~ = 10^5^ was assumed (corresponding to bottlenecks with a period *t*~bot~ = 5 generations) for all simulations except when indicated differently.

Generating Pseudo-Observed Data
-------------------------------

Pseudo-observed data sets were generated under the model of adaptation described earlier, with a specific value of the mutation rate *U* and a specific Gamma distribution (with parameters α and β) with mean *E*(*S*). These data sets represent biological data that can be acquired in an experiment. The new method proposed here with the goal of estimating *f*(*S*) and *U* requires the periodic measure of the frequency of the neutral markers and the mean population fitness (every 50 generations for a 300-generation experiment). These appear reasonable to obtain experimentally and require experimental work that is typical in evolution experiments performed in controlled environments: In addition to assaying the frequency of the markers (as already is typically done \[[@evt045-B64]\]), fitness has to be measured by performing either a direct competitive fitness assay against the ancestral strain or a measurement of the population growth rate at different times along the experiment ([@evt045-B23]). Furthermore, the choice of studying 100 replicate populations reflects the 100- or 96-well plate experimental setup that is commonly used ([@evt045-B41]; [@evt045-B39]). These plates are affordable by most laboratories, and, with a multichannel pipette, several passages can be performed in little time, space, and at low cost, particularly when studying microbial populations. Regarding the markers, many strains expressing different fluorescent alleles are available, which makes the acquisition of frequency data a relatively easy task. This can be performed using flow cytometry or another fluorescence reader. Competitive fitness measurements ([@evt045-B16]) can also be easily performed using a similar setup.

The pseudo-observed data therefore consist of the marker frequencies and the fitnesses at periodic time points of the experiments (ti) for *n* independently evolved populations. Different pseudo-observed data sets assuming different distributions of *S* were generated to test the two different methods: Barrick et al. method (which requires the marker frequencies only), to compare *U*~e~ with *U* and *S*~e~ with *E*(*S*), and the One Biallelic Marker Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC, which requires both the marker frequencies and the fitnesses) to assess its ability to estimate *U*, α, and β (see later).

Estimation of *U* and *E*(*S*) by *U*~e~ and *S*~e~ Based upon the Dynamics of the First Significant Deviation of *f*(*t*)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For a given set of pseudo-observed data, we obtained the effective parameters *U*~e~ and *S*~e~ and compared them with the biologically meaningful values of *U* and *E*(*S*). To obtain *U*~e~ and *S*~e~, we followed Barrick et al. A large set of simulated evolutionary dynamics under the assumption that all beneficial mutations have the same value of *S* was generated. This simulated data consist of sets of 100 replicate populations evolved under different parameter combinations of *U* and *S*. The range of log~10~(*U*) was \[−8; −3.95\], with increments of 0.15, and the range of *S* was \[0.01; 0.18\], with increments of 0.01. This simulated data are the input of [@evt045-B2] method to obtain *U*~e~ and *S*~e~. For each simulation, it consists of the logarithm of the ratio of the two subpopulation frequencies (Rf = *f*(ti)/(1 − *f*(ti)) at several time points, ti, (ln(Rf(ti))), where ti = 5 × *i*. We then use this input in the program marker_divergence_fit.pl, whose output is fed into the program marker_divergence_significance.pl, both available at <http://barricklab.org/twiki/bin/view/Lab/ToolsMarkerDivergence>, to obtain *U*~e~ and *S*~e~. The first program summarizes the evolutionary dynamics (both in the simulated data sets and in the pseudo-observed data) in two statistics: τ~e~ and α~e~. The first is the time, τ~e~, where a significant deviation of ln(Rf(τ~e~)) from ln(Rf(*t* = 0)) occurs. The second is the rate of change of ln(Rf(*t*)) with time, that is, τ~e~ sets the time of divergence of marker frequency and α~e~ the rate of divergence. Each replicate population is summarized by a single value of τ~e~ and α~e~, and the *n* replicate populations (characterized by a given combination (*U*, *S*)) result in a distribution of *T*(τ~e~) and *A*(α~e~). These distributions are then compared, using the second program, to the distributions of τ~e~ and α~e~ that summarize the pseudo-observed data To(τ~e~) and Ao(α~e~) using a two-dimensional Kolmogorov--Smirnov to test the fit between the simulated data and the pseudo-observed data. The combination (*U*, *S*) that gives rise to the highest *P* value is taken as *U*~e~ and *S*~e~, even when the hypothesis that the distributions are different cannot be rejected.

This procedure was done to obtain the results in [figure 1](#evt045-F1){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary figures S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1) and [S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1) online, where 20 independent replicates of each pseudo-observed data set (under the same *U*, α, and β) were performed, and the average of *U*~e~ and *S*~e~ obtained for each pseudo-observed data set is presented. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 1.---Performance of the single *S* model, according to the highest scoring estimates for pseudo-observed data with *f*(*S*) as Gamma distributions of different variances. (*A*) Ratios of estimates of *U* over real parameter *U*. (*B*) Ratios of estimates of *S* over the mean effect of *S*. The box plots of 20 independent estimation processes are shown, with the median indicated as a bar. Asterisks indicate cases where none of the 20 independent replicates was fitted significantly.

New Estimation Method Based upon the Dynamics of Frequency and Fitness
----------------------------------------------------------------------

We propose a new method, the One Biallelic Marker ABC ([fig. 2](#evt045-F2){ref-type="fig"}), which aims to infer the distribution of arising mutations. The pseudo-observed data used to infer the performance of the method are generated under the model of adaptation explained before, but the method now analyses the distributions, along time intervals (ti), of both marker frequency (*f*(ti)) and fitness (*w*(ti)), where ti = *i* × 50 generations (*i* = 0--6) are measured for 100 replicate populations evolving under a given *U*, α, and β. A large data set with 1 million simulated evolutionary dynamics is produced, each with a set of 100 replicate populations evolving under a specific combination of parameters *U*, α, and β. For each of the simulations, each parameter is randomly chosen from the following distributions: log~10~(*U*) ∼ Uniform \[−9; −4\]; α ∼ Uniform \[0.5; 15\]; and log~10~(β) ∼ Uniform \[−4; −0.08\]. Both the pseudo-observed data and the simulated data are summarized as the distribution of the values of \|0.5 − *f*(ti)\| represented as a histogram, with five binned classes, for the marker frequency at different time points (ti), and of the distribution of fitness effects at the same time points, *w*(ti), represented as a histogram with six binned classes. This results in 11 summary statistic values for each of the six time points used in the analysis (table in [fig. 2](#evt045-F2){ref-type="fig"}). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 2.---Schematic description of the One Biallelic Marker ABC. Data are obtained from an evolution experiment (here called pseudo-observed data), at specific time points, involving replicate adaptations to a common environment (an example of 20 replicate populations is shown). For each time point, the data are condensed to summary statistics, for marker frequency and mean population fitness, which are histograms with the frequency of populations that fall in different bins (5 for frequency data and 6 for fitness data) at every 50 generations (Gen.). The choice of the bin for the frequency statistics is dictated by the module of the difference between the initial and current frequency of the subpopulations, so that this value is, at most, 0.5 (for marker frequencies of 1 or 0). A large simulated data set is built against which the experimental data are compared. The priors chosen to produce the simulated data set, which consist in 1 million simulations, are shown. Each simulated data (obtained with a given value of *U*, α, and β) are then classified according to the same summary statistics as calculated for the observed data---called Summary stats (Priors) and Summary stats (Experimental), respectively. Using ABC inference, these summary statistics are compared and the ones closest to the experimental data chosen. The 5,000 top-ranked values (0.5%) of each of the parameters are shown as the posterior distribution where the median value is highlighted in red.

Summary statistics from pseudo-observed and simulated data are compared using an ABC method ([@evt045-B4]) implemented in R ([@evt045-B10]) (package downloaded from and available at <http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/abc/index.html>). ABC approaches have previously been used, for example, to determine rates of selective sweeps using sequence data from populations of *Drosophila melanogaster* ([@evt045-B32]). The inputs of the ABC method are the summary statistics of the 100 replicate populations that compose the pseudo-observed data (*S*(*y*~0~)) and the previously described 1 million simulations (*S*(*y~i~*)). The ABC method computes the posterior probability distribution of a multivariate parameter, θ (composed of a combination of *U*, α, and β). A value for this parameter, θ*~i~*, is sampled from the prior distributions, and the summary statistics computed from simulated data *S*(*y~i~*) are compared with those of the pseudo-observed data *S*(*y*~0~) using the Euclidian distance *d*. If *d* is below a given threshold, the parameter value θ*~i~* is accepted. The threshold (tolerance) chosen was 0.5%, which corresponds to the proportion of accepted simulations. The estimation of the posterior probability distribution for θ can be improved by different regression-based methods available in the ABC R package ([@evt045-B10]): local linear regression and neural networks. We used the neural network method, which performs a dimensionality reduction in the summary statistics, and is suggested to be appropriate for use with high dimensionality ([@evt045-B10]). Through this procedure, we obtain estimates for *U*, α, and β, outputted as posterior distributions for each parameter. For each combination of parameters (*U*, α, and β), 20 independent pseudo-observed data sets were considered to produce the statistics presented in the results. A scheme with the different steps described here is represented in [figure 2](#evt045-F2){ref-type="fig"}.

Effect of Variation in Initial Frequency of Marker and Presence of Deleterious Mutations
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We tested the effect of small variations in the initial frequency of each of the initial subpopulations ([supplementary fig. S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1) online) as they may occur in any experimental setup. We also tested how the estimates would be affected by the occurrence of deleterious mutations ([supplementary fig. S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1) online). For the first scenario, we generated pseudo-observed data sets under the same assumptions of the adaptation model described earlier except that the initial frequency of the neutral marker *f*(*t* = 0) = 0.5 + ε, where ε is drawn from a Uniform distribution, ε ∼ Uniform \[−0.03; 0.03\] ([supplementary fig. S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1) online). For testing the effect of deleterious mutations, we generated pseudo-observed data sets assuming that, in addition to beneficial mutations, deleterious mutations can also occur at a rate of 10^−3^ and each having a selection coefficient *S*~del~ = 2%. Multiplicative fitness was also assumed ([supplementary fig. S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1) online). All other assumptions were kept the same. Pseudo-observed data sets for both cases were generated with a Gamma distribution of fitness effects with α = 1.

Results
=======

Comparison of Effective Parameters *U*~e~ and *S*~e~ with *U* and the Average Effect of Beneficial Mutations
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine whether the effective parameters *U*~e~ and *S*~e~ are good estimates of *U* and *S*, we generated pseudo-observed data for a given value of *U* and with fitness effects drawn from a Gamma distribution with different shape and scale parameters ([fig. 3](#evt045-F3){ref-type="fig"}). For populations with *N*~e~ = 10^5^, the estimated values of the effective parameters are shown in [figure 1](#evt045-F1){ref-type="fig"}, where we also have included results for the case where pseudo-observed data were generated under a model where all beneficial mutations have the same effect, because this is the case where the estimates are expected to perform best. [Figure 1](#evt045-F1){ref-type="fig"}*A* shows that *U*~e~ provides a good estimate of *U* for Gamma distributions with shape parameter bigger than 1. This is observed in the cases where *U* is low (\<10^−6^), but when *U* = 10^−5^ and *E*(*S*) = 0.02, *U*~e~ underestimates *U* by a quarter of its real value. Larger biases can be seen for the exponential distribution (α = 1), particularly under high mutation rates (\>10^−7^), where clonal interference may be more pronounced. We find that when the distribution of *S* is exponential with mean 2% and the mutation rate is 10^−5^ (parameters that have been estimated in some bacteria evolution experiments \[[@evt045-B52]\]), *U*~e~ considerably underestimates the real value of *U* by an order of magnitude. This also happens when the mean effect of beneficial mutations is 6%. The underestimation becomes smaller when either the mutation rate or the variance in *S* decreases. As expected, *U*~e~ provides an accurate estimate of *U* when *S* is constant (except for the case where a high value of the mutation rate is considered). [Figure 1](#evt045-F1){ref-type="fig"}*B* shows that *S*~e~ overestimates *E*(*S*) two to four times for a mutation rate higher 10^−6^, with α = 1. For α = 10, this overestimation is small (\<1.5-fold). Importantly, however, most of these values for *S*~e~ seem to provide an estimate of the order of magnitude of the mean effect of beneficial mutations. To test whether the bias in *U*~e~ and *S*~e~ increases with clonal interference, we also studied populations with increased effective population size (*N*~e~ = 10^6^). Indeed, we find that both *U*~e~ ([supplementary fig. S1*A*](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1) online) and *S*~e~ (albeit to a lesser extent) ([supplementary fig. S1*B*](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1) online) show larger deviations from *U* and *E*(*S*), which can be up to a 50-fold underestimates of *U* and a 6-fold overestimates of *E*(*S*). In sum, higher levels of clonal interference (more pronounced in larger populations and with higher values of the mutation rate) lead to larger biases in *U*~e~ and *S*~e~. These biases are dependent upon the underlying distribution of beneficial mutations. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 3.---Theoretical distributions of beneficial selective coefficients assumed to produce pseudo-observed data. (*A*) Gamma distribution with shape parameter α = 1 (exponential distribution), for different scale (β) parameters. (*B*) Gamma distribution with shape parameter α = 10, for different scale (β) parameters.

Estimation of the Distribution of Arising Beneficial Effects
------------------------------------------------------------

To go beyond the mean effect of beneficial mutations and to try to estimate the distribution of arising beneficial mutations, we developed a new method, which we call One Biallelic Marker ABC. To test its performance in retrieving the evolutionary parameters *U*, α, and β, we explored different sets of pseudo-observed data with combinations of parameter values that seem reasonable given the current literature ([@evt045-B52]; [@evt045-B40]; [@evt045-B12]).

In [figure 4](#evt045-F4){ref-type="fig"}, we show the ability of the One Biallelic Marker ABC method to estimate *U*, α, and β, when the distribution of arising mutations is exponential. This is the most commonly assumed distribution in theoretical studies of the adaptive process ([@evt045-B66]; [@evt045-B51]). [Figure 4](#evt045-F4){ref-type="fig"}*A* shows that the One Biallelic Marker ABC method provides estimates of *U* within an order of magnitude, for all cases tested. The worst performance lies in retrieving *U* for both high values of *E*(*S*) (5% and 10%) and high *U* (3 × 10^−5^), but even in these cases, the estimated value allows for a correct estimate of the order of magnitude of *U*. For the intermediate value of the mutation rate studied (*U* = 3 × 10^−6^), the method provides an accurate estimate of *U*. [Figure 4](#evt045-F4){ref-type="fig"}*B* and *C* provide the results for the estimates of the shape and scale parameters of *f*(*S*). As shown in [figure 4](#evt045-F4){ref-type="fig"}*B*, the estimate of the shape parameter α is close to 1 or 2, for the majority of the cases considered. Exceptions occur for the high mutation rate and the larger β values, which have a very high variance. Estimation of β, shown in [figure 4](#evt045-F4){ref-type="fig"}*C*, is remarkably good, across the parameter range studied, being always below 2-fold the real value of β. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 4.---Performance of the One Biallelic Marker ABC method, for pseudo-observed data generated with *f*(*S*) as a Gamma distribution with α = 1 and different scales (β). Labels above the bars show the mean selection coefficient for each case, and *x* axis shows the value assumed for the mutation rate. (*A*) Ratios of estimates of *U* over real parameter *U*. (*B*) Estimates of the shape (α) parameter. (*C*) Ratios of estimates of the scale (β) parameter over the real scale parameter. The box plots of 20 independent estimation processes are shown, with the median indicated as a bar.

We also studied the case where the distribution of arising beneficial mutations has a different shape, specifically α = 10 ([fig. 3](#evt045-F3){ref-type="fig"}). As shown in [figure 5](#evt045-F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*, the estimated values of *U* are very close to the real ones in this case, rarely exceeding two times the real *U* values, although it can be either over or underestimated, depending upon the average selective effect. The two parameters characterizing the distribution of arising mutations are also remarkably close to the real values. [Figure 5](#evt045-F5){ref-type="fig"}*B* shows that α is always estimated to be close to its true value (between 7 and 12), irrespectively of the value of *U*. Importantly, this estimate of α allows us to detect that the distribution of arising mutations is not exponential. The method, therefore, has power to reliably distinguish between distributions of effects with distinct shapes. In [figure 5](#evt045-F5){ref-type="fig"}*C,* the performance of the estimates regarding the β parameter of the distribution of effects is shown. β is well estimated, never exceeding twice the real value. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 5.---Performance of the One Biallelic Marker ABC method, for pseudo-observed data generated with *f*(*S*) as a Gamma distribution with α = 10 and different scales (β). Labels and symbols are as in [figure 4](#evt045-F4){ref-type="fig"}.

To further assess the power of the method in distinguishing distributions with different shapes, we studied intermediate values of α, between 0.75 and 10. In [figure 6](#evt045-F6){ref-type="fig"}, we show that the One Biallelic Marker ABC method is able to discriminate not only between the two limiting cases in our simulations but also between intermediate α values. The method fails to distinguish the shape of the distribution of arising mutations when 0.75 \< α \< 2, especially when *U* is large. In these cases, α is overestimated (by about 2-fold). When α \> 2, estimates of α consistent with the true value are obtained. When α = 4, rejection of an exponential distribution is obtained. Overall, the method provides a reliable distinction between different shapes of the distribution of arising mutations, although distinguishing between α values lower than 2 remains difficult. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 6.---Estimates for the shape (α) parameter, for pseudo-observed data generated with *f*(*S*) as a Gamma distribution with varying α and scales (β), in order for *E*(*S*) to be constant within a mutation rate. Labels show the α parameters used as pseudo-observed data for each case. The box plots of 20 independent estimation processes are shown, with the median indicated as a bar.

Discussion
==========

To estimate the parameters that describe the dynamics of adaptation, we need powerful methods. Beneficial mutations are essential in driving adaptation and their statistical properties remain an open question ([@evt045-B51]). Although methods developed to tackle this subject may never perfectly capture the complete nature of the evolutionary process, they can provide reasonable estimates regarding the strength of the forces involved in the process ([@evt045-B62]; [@evt045-B36]).

A simple theoretical approach assumes that all mutations have the same fitness effect and has been shown to have predictive power in explaining certain patterns of data obtained in experimentally evolved populations ([@evt045-B27]). Notwithstanding, several direct measurements of mutation effects point to the existence of considerable variation ([@evt045-B34]), which motivates the development of new methods that try to infer the underlying distribution of arising beneficial effects.

Regarding the estimated effective evolutionary parameters studied here, it seems clear that the relation with the real parameters is dependent on the actual distribution of effects of arising mutations: exponential-like distributions of beneficial effects result in values of *U*~e~ below the true mutation rate and values of *S*~e~ above the true mean effect of mutations, with the difference being reduced when the distribution of effects decrease in variance. Nevertheless, assuming a fixed value for *S* has been a commonly used method to infer the evolutionary parameters from experimental data, for example, in studies that address how evolvability is dependent upon the genetic background. In one such study, [@evt045-B2] isolated eight clones of *E. coli* with different mutations in the *rpoB* gene, encoding the β subunit of RNA polymerase. As these mutations are generally deleterious in environments without antibiotics, and they can cause a wide range of fitness defects ([@evt045-B63]), the authors estimated *U*~e~ and *S*~e~ to determine the evolvability of different (but related) genotypes. The two neutral markers dynamics were used to estimate the evolutionary parameters, and, from these dynamics, it was inferred that mutants with a higher fitness defect had a higher evolvability caused by a stronger selective effect of beneficial mutations. Interestingly, the inferred mutation rate (through *U*~e~) appears to be independent of the genetic background. Because we show here that *U*~e~ may be below *U* and *S*~e~ above *E*(*S*), some caution is to be taken when drawing conclusions regarding the relation between evolvability and fitness effects of such mutations. Similar caveats apply in the study of [@evt045-B64]. That study involved a long-term evolution experiment, running for more than 50,000 generations, where clones sampled at generation 500 were found to carry mutations in *topA* and *rbs*. These were shown to be beneficial and fixed after generation 1,500, and their carriers were called "eventual winners." Other contemporaneous genotypes (with other mutations) were deemed "eventual losers." Even though both sets of clones had increased fitness related to the ancestral, the "eventual losers" also had, counter intuitively, increased fitness relative to the "eventual winners." To understand why the "eventual winners" ultimately won the competition, their evolvability was studied, and *U* and *E*(*S*) were inferred (through *U*~e~ and *S*~e~) by assaying neutral marker dynamics. The authors found that "eventual winners" had, indeed, the ability to generate beneficial mutations with stronger effects, compared with the "eventual losers."

The approach used in both studies to determine evolvability may provide an overestimate of the mean selective coefficient in the order of two to three times the real values if the mutation rates are in the order estimated by the authors, or even more, if the mutation rates are underestimated ([fig. 1](#evt045-F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*). As a consequence, this could imply that the actual mean selective coefficients are lower than the one estimated, and small differences in evolvability may be difficult to detect.

In general, inferring evolutionary parameters and, more specifically, the distribution of arising mutations, from data of evolving populations is a difficult task. Experimentally, one way to gain further insight into the distribution of effects is to use more than two neutral markers, which can bring more power ([@evt045-B52]). Theoretically, we can expect that new and improved methods are likely to emerge. Recently, [@evt045-B65] extended the previous model by Hegreness et al. to incorporate a continuous initial growth phase, dividing it in 50 time intervals, and developing an analytical model to find the distributions of estimators for *U* and *S*. Similar to the previous work, however, only the initial dynamics are considered (the first significant deviation), and the method does not consider the occurrence of clonal interference. [@evt045-B30], on the other hand, developed a maximum likelihood method where the marker dynamics over the total amount of time followed is used. The method determines the minimum number of mutations that best describe the dynamics and allows inferring the distribution of haplotype fitnesses that are segregating. Although the performance of the method is quite good under certain conditions, it is not clear how it will perform under a wide range of mutation rates.

Here, we propose a new theoretical approach that is expected to contribute to improved insight regarding the distribution of arising beneficial mutation effects. Using ABC, we propose a set of summary statistics to be used under a simple experimental setup, where distributions of marker frequencies and the mean fitness of the population are recorded at periodic time intervals. These statistics allow a reasonable estimation of the distribution of arising mutations and of the mutation rate, provided that we accept that such a distribution may be well approximated by a Gamma. Combining the parameters of the Gamma distribution (α and β, it is also possible to estimate the mean effect of arising beneficial mutations (*E*(*S*)). [Figure 7](#evt045-F7){ref-type="fig"} shows the estimates of *E*(*S*) given by the method when α = 1 or α = 10. Under an exponential distribution of fitness effects ([fig. 7](#evt045-F7){ref-type="fig"}*A*), which is commonly assumed, the mean effect can be overestimated up to 5- or 6-fold, for large values of the mutation rate. For α = 10, the estimate *E*(*S*) is very accurate, reflecting its real value for every condition tested ([fig. 7](#evt045-F7){ref-type="fig"}*B*). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 7.---Ratios of estimated average beneficial selective coefficient over the real average beneficial selective coefficient (both calculated as αβ). Labels above the bars show the mean selection coefficient for each case, and *x* axis shows the value assumed for the mutation rate. Pseudo-observed data were generated with *f*(*S*) as a Gamma distribution with α = 1 (exponential distribution of *f*(*S*)). The box plots of 20 independent estimation processes are shown, with the median indicated as a bar.

The One Biallelic ABC method seems to allow distinguishing between distributions with different shapes and scales. The underlying model used makes several assumptions, which could be violated in a real experiment. In particular, it assumes that the initial population is composed of two equally sized subpopulations, each with a different marker, and it also assumes that no deleterious mutations occur. To test the robustness of the approach in the face of these assumptions, we performed new simulations where pseudo-observed data were generated. In one case, the initial marker frequency was allowed to deviate from its expectation of 0.5 ([supplementary fig. S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1) online). In the other case, deleterious mutations were allowed to occur with rates and effects typical of those inferred from mutation accumulation experiments with bacteria ([@evt045-B37]; [@evt045-B63]) ([supplementary fig. S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1) online). In both these cases, the inference of the values of *U*, α, and β was similar to those obtained before.

We performed the analysis of a method, which assumes a common experimental setup with only one neutral locus with two alleles and fitness measurements at periodic time intervals. In principle, this setup can be extended to follow variation of one locus with more alleles or neutral variation at more loci. The method could then be extended, and a thorough study of the best summary statistics would be needed to ask what would be the minimal set of data required to reasonably estimate the rate and distribution of arising beneficial mutations.

We have also tested the effect of considering a smaller number of populations to determine whether the approaches can provide reasonable estimates when applied to data that have been obtained in studies involving experimental evolution with fewer replicates. [Supplementary figure S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1) online, shows the comparison of *U*~e~ with *U* and *S*~e~ with *E*(*S*) when the number of replicate populations is 10, which corresponds to the approximate size of previously published experiments ([@evt045-B27]; [@evt045-B2]; [@evt045-B64]). We observed similar biases to those found when considering 100 replicate evolved populations. Regarding the One Biallelic Marker ABC approach, we can observe that even with these reduced number of populations, reasonable estimates of *U* can be obtained; the estimated values of α tend to produce an overestimation, which can be up to 15-fold, whereas the estimates of β are close to the real ones ([supplementary fig. S5](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1) online).

The One Biallelic Marker ABC method, as the alternatives discussed earlier, displays certain limitations in its performance, which are particularly apparent when dealing with very intense clonal interference, for which a system with more markers would be desirable. It is a method that tries to estimate the distribution without limiting the number of mutations in a given genetic background and taking into account the dynamics of the entire process of adaptation. For a wide spectrum of mutation rates, we are able to estimate the parameters of the underlying distribution of beneficial mutations. The One Biallelic Marker ABC method was tested over a range of distributions of beneficial selective coefficients and beneficial mutation rates, including high mutation rates, which are typically not studied in the analysis of other methods. This gives us a fairly good degree of confidence that, in applying the method to real biological data from adaptation experiments of clonal populations using the two-marker methodology, we are able to gain information on the distribution of beneficial arising mutations.

Supplementary Material
======================

[Supplementary figures S1--S5](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evt045/-/DC1) are available at *Genome Biology and Evolution* online (<http://www.gbe.oxfordjournals.org/>).
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